At Time Stylers our job is to find you time. We are the best at what
we do - using our targeted expertise to help you gain control over your time
to allow you to take your success to the next level.
Time Stylers recently worked with Property Planning Australia,
an award winning Strategic Mortgage Broking and Property
Planning business with offices in Melbourne and Sydney.
Having delivered over $2B worth of property purchases and
mortgage strategies, the Managing Director of the business,
David Johnston, knew there was more he could do to help solve
his client’s property challenges. He saw a gap in the market for a
bespoke Property Plan.
“I had been considering this new product since the early days of
starting the business, it was an exciting prospect and I knew there
was a market for it. I just needed to find the time to deliver it – it has
been a monster of a process and it is still evolving”, says David.
David and his wife Sarah, COO of Property Planning Australia,
initially approached Time Stylers to participate in the Time
Transformation coaching program to gain control of their time.
David and Sarah had an enormous amount on their plates, and
they were looking for expert advice on how to create the discipline
of removing David from the day to day operational aspects of the
business to focus more on how to quickly and efficiently build
out the new product and get it to market.
“Our overarching need was to make sure we were investing our
time in business critical outcomes. We needed to free David up to
do what he does best, design and deliver amazing solutions to
address all of the property challenges our clients face” says Sarah.
“However, in working with Time Stylers what quickly became
apparent was that to facilitate an exciting period of growth for our
business, we first needed to ensure the foundation of the business
were absolutely solid.”

The foundations introduced by Time Stylers included:
Priorities
Ensuring key business processes and frameworks (internal and
customer focussed) were documented, examined to identify and
address road-blocks and then enhanced to maximise efficiencies
Prospects
The target customer was dissected and niched to ensure
every piece of work, communication, process and collateral was
directed at that target
Products
Current and future products and services were completely
mapped
People
Staff capabilities were mapped to identify opportunities, training
requirements, gaps to be filled and functions which could be
outsourced
Plan
A detailed strategic Business Plan and quarterly Action Plan to
get the business to the next level
“The majority of this foundational work was already there”, says
Kate Christie of Time Stylers, “however the problem was that it
was all in David and Sarah’s heads. This is very common for small
to medium enterprises - they simply don’t have the time, or in
some cases the requisite skills, to undertake this strategic analysis.
Ultimately this represents a significant risk to business growth.”

Property Planning Australia engaged Time Stylers to provide its fully facilitated
Business Styling Program - a one day strategic planning intensive supported
by a comprehensive written report and 12 month action plan
Failure to strategically plan for business growth leads to the following risks:
1-

Key Man

Where critical business information is in your head but not documented, your business is highly
dependent on the ability of the individual to continue to deliver. This not only applies to the business
owner. It also applies to team members who have responsibility for particular areas of the business.

2-

Compliance

If key regulatory and compliance obligations are not documented and addressed you risk them falling
off your radar.

3-

Productivity

If you don’t fully document and then regularly review key processes for ongoing efficiencies, you
cannot know if you are operating at maximum productivity.

4-

Organisational Drag

Without the foundations in place, you slow the whole operational and delivery arm of your business
down. You also slow down key internal processes such as induction, training, invoicing, marketing,
social media management and so on. You begin to operate in a mode of constant re-creation.

5-

Accountability

Without the right foundations in place, you increase the challenge of holding the business and
individuals in the business accountable to key performance indicators.

6-

Growth

Without an actively managed strategic business plan you are more or less directionless. You will not
achieve full business potential, growth will be slower than it should be, and you will continue to miss
important opportunities.

David sums it up this way ”We are busy people. It’s hard to find the time to be strategic. It’s challenging to remove yourself from the day to day. The Business Styling
Program allowed us to invest a small amount of our time into a deep business dive that will position us for our next big steps.”
Sarah adds,
“What was of greatest benefit to us was that the Time Stylers team managed and facilitated the entire process - we turned up knowing we
had to provide our undivided focus for 6 hours. Time Stylers asked the hard questions, kept digging and digging, and documented the
whole day real time. It was one day out of the business for David and myself. And within days of the workshop, Time Stylers delivered a
written Report and a 12 month Action Plan detailing every action the business needs to take, broken down quarter by quarter, to take us to
the next level of growth. It was time so well spent.”
The future is exciting for Property Planning Australia.
“We have peace of mind knowing that we have a comprehensive and clear roadmap for the future” says David. “We can clearly articulate
that roadmap to our team to ensure we are all on the same journey. We have a detailed set of actions with locked in deadlines. We have
complete clarity, and with clarity comes focus.”

To find out more about the

Time Stylers Business Styling Program
or the Time Transformation Program, contact Time Stylers at
info@timestylers.com
To find out more about the Property Planning Australia award winning
Strategic Mortgage Broking or Property Plan, contact Property Planning Australia at
djohnston@propertyplanning.com.au

